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EXOUS Bodygear Launch Performance 5.5" Wide Weight Lifting Belt Which
Helps Protect Lower Back From Injury During Exercise

EXOUS Bodygear today launched their new Performance weight lifting Belt In the UK,
designed to protect the lumbar back area during heavy weight training and lifting. The Belt is
made from a PU - EVA polyester matrix giving a firm and strong support in an adjustable
velcro system.

Holborn, London (PRWEB UK) 9 December 2016 -- EXOUS Bodygear today launched their new Performance
weight lifting Belt In the UK, designed to protect the lumbar back area during heavy weight training and lifting.
The Belt is made from a PU - EVA polyester matrix giving a firm and strong support in an adjustable velcro
system.

The new performance weight lifting belt has been made with a stronger material composition over other
material lifting belts which typically are made from neoprene and polyester. This tends to make these types of
material weight lifting belts not very firm in the support they give. They rely on the torsion and tension created
by tightening the belt around the torso. The EXOUS Bodygear weight belt gives a firm and strong support
because it is using EVA foam with PU and polyester as a matrix blend, this gives support comparable of a
leather weight lifting belt but the flexible and lightweight advantages of using a synthetic composite. It does not
rely on torsion and tension to create a firm support because the material composition is firm and sturdy by
nature it naturally creates a strong reliable support.

The Weight training belt has a contoured design meaning it is shaped in the following manner: A 4.5” front area
and a 5.5” wide lumber back support area with the sides tapering in by a few inches so that there is more
freedom of movement around the sides of the hips. This also creates a design which sits over the hips to
improve comfort and usability. The front uses a buckle and velcro closure system which again allows for
maximum tightness by allowing the front edges of the belt to overlap meaning the user can tighten the belt as
much as he or she desires.

Whilst the performance weight lifting belt is predominately made for men in terms of the sizes EXOUS
Bodygear have also launched a women's weight lifting belt in the US. The sizing of course being smaller with
the exact same design and composition but with a pink logo. It is currently available on amazon.com

The Performance weight belt comes in 3 sizes which will fit the following torso sizes:

> size small for torso size 30-35”
> size medium for torso size 34”-39”
> size large fro torso size 38”-43”

Each size has a 5 inch adjustable range with a similar length velcro attachment area which will allow a range of
torso sizes to be accommodated by one size.

“We are really excited to offer the performance weight lifting belt, those in the sport know what this will offer,
a material belt offering firm dependable support comparable to a leather belt but with the advantages of the
perfect locked in tight fit and a lightweight design.” Mannie Kaur Brand manager had said.

http://www.prweb.com
https://www.amazon.co.uk/dp/B01GK7KIC6
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The Performancelifting beltis available on amazon.co.uk and all of amazon Europe including the UK, Italy,
Germany, France and Spain. The Price will be competitively priced compared to the current market offerings.
Consumers can learn more about the product on the exous bodygear you tube channel where there is a weight
lifting belt review video to show the differences on material over standard lifting belts.

About EXOUS Bodygear
EXOUS Bodygear are a sports and fitness brand dedicated to making high-quality functional products that meet
the needs of the consumer. Our brand ethos is “different by design” making new and exciting products that
have been designed to offer more function, features and value to what is in the marketplace already.

http://www.prweb.com/disclaimer.htm
http://www.prweb.com
https://www.amazon.co.uk/dp/B01GK7KIC6
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G10qJxUYv5A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G10qJxUYv5A
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Contact Information
Mannie Kaur
Exous Bodygear
http://www.exousbodygear.com
+44 7766727740

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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